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CONFIDENTIAL REPORT ON "MOON-OBJECTS" PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN BY JESSE WILSON
Filed 9 May 1959 by Lee R. Munsick, Fulcrum Productions, Morristown,
New Jersey, U. S. A. All rights reserved. Case Report Two

At approximately 8:50 p.m. EST, Wednesday 18 March 1959, Jesse
Wilson of 8 Myers Avenue, Denville, N. J., took the first of a series
of photographs of the moon through a 3jn refractor telescope. Mr.
Wilson has been interested in amateur-astronomy for some years, and
has built several telescopes himself, including the one he was using
that nio-ht. He has taken literally hundreds of pictures of the moon,
both as°a hobby and as a means of checking his equipment. The lunar
studies have been acclaimed as exceptionally fine by many photograph^

erS *Tesll%ll7onVs aprofessional photographer and laboratory tech
nician. He makes his living by taking pictures for local newspapers,
insurance and real-estate offices, industrial concerns and the like,
and by processing photographs for local photo stores.

He has made6a habit of taking a telescope to his back yard on
erood nip-hts. to photograph the moon. On this evening, he had a group
o? neShbors on hand to look at the moon in the cool, crisp evening
air which offered excellent "viewing." Afterward, he set up the
equipment to'take his photographs, and preceded to take adozen pic
tures They were all taken with a Super Ikonto »B" Camera with anTill lens set at infinity on Tri-X film, shutter setting l/25th sec.
The telescope is approximately 38 power, 48 inch focal length. At
about 8*50 the moonwas approxi^aTely^SO-above the horizon, roughly
SSE from the viewing position. ^^ **„«+.— Mr. Wilson aligned his telescope and camera, snapped the first
Dhoto (the one in question), recocked his camera (with a crank, thus
making it virtually impossible to get adouble exposure; the cranking
reset! the shutter after the film has been moved to its next position),
^set the telescope to compensate for the earth's movement and took
the next photo. The process takes probably no more than 30 seconds

fit th^enSMr. Wilson developed the roll of film with type M»0J^devel
oper he noticed a streak of odd spots on the first exposure. When a
pr?nt was made, they proved to be 34 fish-tail like objects In an
arcing line, apparently rushing away from the moon. The tails all
aim into the southwest quadrant but are not all pointing in the exact

Same ^Images generally fall into M6 groups; the left-hand one of
13 objects lfrgel, apparently closer to the camera, and ^rther apart.
The right-hand group of 21 more closely spaced, smaller, and more
evenly distributed in almost a straight line.

The moon is not quite in focus and it has been assumed that the
telescope was focused just short of the moon. Although it is diffi
cult to tell, the images of the strange objects seem to be in near-
perfect focus. Because of the short-exposure no stars or other
objects are in sight although the moon itself is clearly P^tured.

No other exposures on the same roll of film show any peculiari
ties, and Mr. Wilson says he has never before captured any such odd
obiects on film with the same equipment. They were not seen visually.

Mr. Wilson showed the film to Robert W. Dunn of Lake Parsippany,
N. J., a photo technician and amateur astronomer who notified Mr.
Munsick in Morristown. The camera and telescope were £0^ <toeked
for light leaks or odd reflections; none were found. The telescope
has a large dew-cap to overcome reflections and outside light. The
photos art taken with the camera lens held against the eyepiece of
+"Vip tslfiSCOTDe.

The film was rigorously studied under magnification. The images
ere clearly that and not imperfections, dust-spots, scratches, or
other irregularities on the film itself. j
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The possibility of static in the camera or on the film was con
sidered but set aside becluse of the peculiar layout of the white
spots, and because no other instance of static of any type showed up
in this film or other similar series of shots taken with the same
equipment under identical conditions. The film was not old nor, as
well as can be determined, defective. It should be noted that the
line of streaks is not interconnected and does not follow parallel
to the length of the roll, but curves markedly to the fllm!s edge.

Mr. Munsick studied the film and a series of prints, all enlarg
ed greatly, in an effort to identify the objects. They are clearly
not refractory "ghosts" of the moon Itself, as they bear no similar
ity whatever to the moon or any round object. Mr. MunsickTs interest
comes in part from his background as an investigator, editor, and ^^
lecturer on the subject of Unidentified Plying Objects. Neither he v-
nor a colleague, Hans Stefan Santesson, editor of Fantastic Universe
Magazine, a science-fiction publication, could offer any explanation.
Mr. Santesson is interested in Unidentified Flying Objects and is
familiar with the background in the field. Neither of the two had
ever seen nor heard of anything similar to this photograph before.

Mr. MUnsick contacted the photographic adviser to UFO Newsletter
and Fulcrum Productions, Steve Elfenbein of Morristown; a profession
al photographer with extensive photoreportorial experience plus ind
ustrial photographic knowledge. He was unable to offer any explana
tion for" the objects, but also ruled out the possibility of static
in such conformation.

Mr. Elfenbein is a" test photographer with the Reaction Motors
Division of Thiokol Industries in Rockaway, N. J., recording tests of
socket engines on static runs (currently testing their rocket motor
fcs the X-15 experimental "space-plane"). He suggested that the
aiamond-like slhapes were reminiscent of the repeating pattern in
rocket exhausts, but said the line was too irregular, too long, and
did not generally conform to rocket exhausts. It was determined that
Reaction Motors was doing no testing near the time of the photograph.

Mr. Munsick contacted the adjutant of Picatinny Arsenal, the
huge U. S. Army Ordnance Corps installation outside of Dover, N. j.j
northwest of Denville. The members of the Arsenal Photo Lab studied
the photograph and could reach no conclusion about possible causes,
either photographical, nor in line with projects at or near the
Arsenal's sprawling test area.

The Arsenal was asked if there was any Army experimental device p
or project which might offer a solution; was it possible some sort of
rocket had been sent high above the earth from Cape Canaveral with a \
stroboscopic tracking light?

Colonel Albert J. Weinnig, Commander of the Arsenal, replied:
"I have discussed this photograph with several knowledgeable

people who are acquainted with tracking flashes and missile firing.
"There does not appear to be a rational explanation for the

flashes on the photograph. The line of sight from Denville in the
direction of the moon would lead to a point somewhat west of Cape
Canaveral. However, there were no known missile firings at the time
the photograph was taken. Further, if a missile were fired it would
have to be at an altitude of approximately 3500 miles above Florida
to be along the line of sight from Denville to the moon.

"One explanation is that there was an accidental double exposure
-with one of the exposures catching a line of lights either from cars
on the road or electric bulbs along a road.

"I am sorry but frankly we are at a loss to provide a unique
explanation." ,_,,_*. i.

The nature of the images and their layout on the photograph ex
cludes the line of lights on moving automobiles on a nearby road
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(U#S* Route 46, major east-west artery from New York City to the Del
aware Water Gap, runs nearby) even if a double exposure were a satis
factory answer.

Mr. Munsick undertook a study of high intensity street lighting
devices which line Denville!s main street, Broadway. The 25 foot tall
supports hold very bright lights indeed, but full caps atop the lamps
forestall a direct beam of light going up from the fixture♦ The
conformation of the lamps along the street does not fit in with the
photographic layout; the number of images likewise does not coincide
with the number of streetlights. The lights are not visible from the
point where the telescope rested; they are somewhat to the east of
the line of sight to the moon.

James S. Pickering, Assistant Astronomer at the Hayden Planetar
ium - Museum of Natural History in New York City was asked for his
comment. Mr. Pickering was at a loss to givo any explanation for the
phenomenon seen in the photograph, but suggested that a static explos
ion in Mr* Wilson's camera was the cause. He added his firm belief
that there was nothing "up there" to cause the image in the photograjh

The photographs were submitted to the photography department of
LOOK Magazine in New York; again no explanation whatever was forth
coming, only the comment that the photo was certainly unique.

A visit to LIFE Magazine's offices, however, prompted somewhat
more active interest. William J. Sumits, Chief of the Photographic
Laboratory, requested permission to undertake additional study of
the photographs and the film, which was granted with Mr. Wilson, Mr.
Munsick, Mr. Sumits' assistant George Karas, and others present.
Extremely high magnification of one portion of the negative (which
resulted in an area enlargement from the original view of well over
*pOO times) indicated the V shaped bursts of light were partially
rxn«3trated by mysterious black bars running on each side of the images
grillei to the line of objects. In some of the objects, these two
;:lack bars formed what look like black pincers closing in on the
.ider part of the V of light, as though on pivots st the narrower
portion.

Mr. Sumits strongly ruled out the possibility of any type of
static, after comparison with LIFE'S files on all kinds of photograph
ic static. He offered his conviction that the photograph was of an
actual object somewhere above the earth, speeding at tremendous vel
ocity, and apparently reflecting or emitting an intermittent light.
He suggested further investigation and suggested contacting the var
ious agencies conducting space and missile research.

Miss Ruth Lester, of LIFE'S Picture Bureau, requested an enlarged
print of the original photograph, along with the initial report on
the case submitted 29 April 1959 by Mr. Munsick. She also asked to
be kept informed of the result, if any, of more intensive future in
vestigations.

Jonathan Leonard, Science Editor of TIME Magazine, expressed a
complete skepticism about the validity of the photograph, insisting
that the cause must lay somewhere in the camera or telescope; but he
repeated he hadn't the faintest idea of the real explanation. He
made it quite clear he was totally disinterested in any such photos.

Mr. Munsick discussed the photograph with Prof. Ralph Van Arnam,
astronomer and member of the Mathematics Faculty of Lehigh University
in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. Professor Van Arnam expressed surprise
at the photograph and, like the others contacted, said he had never
seen anything like it before. He said he doubted very much that the
picture was of any normal celestial object, but felt the photograph
was a true recording of something other than a photographic or optic
al phenomenon within the equipment. He, too, asked further informa
tion about any future results.
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Two theories have been advanced about the flight of the would-be
objects. One holds that the images represented two lines of objects,
the left-hand group arcing in toward earth and spiraling slightly,
thus explaining the slight up-and-down deviation in the arc; and the
right-hand group angling in nearly a straight line downward and away
from the camera. n ^, . . . . ^^^t

The second is similar, holding that if the photograph is actual
ly a true recording of 34 objects, the left-hand group appeared to be
coming toward the camera in an arc while the right-hand group was
doing the same but with a more obtuse path and further away.

Considering the possibility of a temperature inversion (although ^
the extreme clarity of the objects, their regularity and brightness,
would seem to preclude this answer}, the U. 8. Weather Bureau was
asked for information about tlbe conditions aloft during the period in
which the photograph was taken (the photograph was n?^ mentioned).

ML L. Means, Chief of the Public and Agricultural Forecasts
Section of the Weather Bureau, U. S. Department of Commerce, replied
from W&sh*ng££:encioslng a graph of the atmosphere from a sounding
taken at'ldlewild, New York, approximately 7:00 p.m. E.S.T. March 18.
Although there were no temperature inversions Present there were two
layers of isothermal character in the lower levels. There did exist
an inversion at the tropopause level near 38,000 feet and it is rea
sonable to assume that similar conditions existed over Denville, New

JerS6^he weather observations taken at Newark Airport between 8:31
p.m. and 9:54 p.m. inclusive show generally overcast f*™*°£™^J
1^000 feet with less than 5/10 cloud cover at 6,000 feet. Thesur-
r-ace visibility was 15 miles with winds from the east about 10 knots.

"Our radiosonde balloons released around 7:00 p.m. would not be
lighted as they are followed by radar procedures. With winds gener
ally from the west the Idlewild equipment would have blown out to sea
and it is unlikely that it would have been visible by you. The
radiosondes released at Buffalo and Pittsburgh could hardly have
reached your area until near midnight, if indeed they stayed aloft
that Enclosed is additional data and computations which give estimates
of the area and possible speed of the objects when experimental est-
images of the distance from the telescope are given. In the table
and calculations, the "A-B Length" is the straight-line distance
Dernendicular to the line of sight, between the extreme outsideobjects In ^e arc, and does not attempt to take into consideration
the arc length itself, nor any three-dimensional qualities.

ABOUT THE MOON

The first quarter for March occurred the night before the expos-

^ ^resVor AposeTanflerigee for the month of f~h (^cati*
the distances at the farthest and closest) according to Sky and Tele
scope Magazine, are as follows:

Date GMT EST Distance in Miles Diameter

Apogee 14 9a 4a 251,800 29- 29"
Perigee 26 9a 4a 224.100 33- 08"
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COMPUTATIONS OF LINEAL AREA AND SPEED OF OBJECTS (DISTANCES SUPPLIED)

Then the A-B length is:If the distance is
estimated to be:

4.8 feet
9.5 feet
19 feet

38 feet

76 feet

152.5 feet
305 feet
610 feet
1200 feet

ilr mile
1 mile

5 miles

10 miles

25 miles
50 miles
100 miles

500 miles
1000 miles
5000 miles

10,000 miles
50,000 miles

3.00,000 miles
229,350 miles #
resuming one object rather than more up to 34.
**From one mile distant and up speeds are supersonic.
#This is the distance of the moon. .. .
?-» be moving at or near the speed of light the object
do about 7 billion million miles away, and span a dis
mr.llion million miles in l/25th sec.

PERTINENT DATA ON COMPUTATIONS

.045 feet

.091 feet

.181 feet

.363 feet

.725 feet
1*5 feet
2.9 feet
5.8 feet
11,6 feet
23.2 feet

46 feet

231.8 feet
463.6 feet
1159 feet
2318 feet
4636 feet
4#4 miles
8.8 miles
44 miles

88 miles

440 miles

880 miles

2000 miles

The speed at l/25
sec*exposure is:

.77 MPH
1.55 MPH
3.09 MPH
6.19 MPH
12.4 MPH

25 MPH

50 MPH

99 MPH

198 MPH

396 MPH
## 792 MPH

3,960 MPH
7,920 MPH
19,800 MPH
39,600 MPH
79,200 MPH
396,000 MPH
792,000 MPH

3,960,000 MPH
7,920,000 MPH
39,600,000 MPH
79,200,000 MPH
180,000,000 MPH

s would have to
tance of over 60

The diameter of the moon is 2,160 miles. The approximate distance of
the moon at the time of the exposure was 229,350 miles (ocurtesy of
Hayden Planetarium). The apparent diameter of the moon is calculated
to be .54 degrees, or 34\ The size of the A-B line (see p. 4) is
calculated to be .50 degrees by comparison with the moon image, or
2,000 miles.

If the object or objects are revolving to produce the sporadic image
(assuming one continuous path) they are revolving at an average rate
of 51 000 RPM. There being two facets reflecting the rate is halved,
three^ the rate is 17,000 RPM, if four 12,750 RPM, etc.



June 4, 1959

Dear Bud:

Thanks for your letter re: the moon photo.
I have forwarded copies of it (minus ident
ification) to Munsick and Bartlett. I«m
enclosing a copy of Bartlett*s analysis, in
which he raises some good questions. Also the
minor problem of whetfehr or not Castor and
Pollux were in the field.
We look forward to the results of your tests

and any other ideas on the picture. We now
have hope of getting a final answer one way
or the other, and if there was fakery we will
probably uncover it. Best
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Mr.R*oh*rd, 8*J(1,
SeeretWW to II9«f,
165$ 4enn**tia*fc i*e.»
^•frtigteil <*>#3*C , - ;

Dear Mr.Hall:

I as greatly indebted to you for the oopy of Mr.Monalok'a
reporVe* the TtQ« obJeeteVaad eapeefcally f#r the remarkable
photogF^rt^cf ^htea ** ie the euhject. I haa« examined the P*1M >
under the m;e»*ao+p* end at a result hate trrlttdJt deflate
conclusion aa follows:

900 Jfortm Sat** Stveet,
i Baltimore (l),*arTlandr

Ju*#r'*ettl9e>*

1%-T*e eh|ae,ta >ie*tire4 ere definitely net aefrronorfteel
©«ii,b94t^«oejJC a^ny.*aew-n*ind.

-^a'I atfcvajy weubtf.1 td*t they eonld bate ^raw*$t#d frm
" •?* e*etlo,odlli»omaj»gas *n>wlt>her camera «x* t*4Ma*]»

I. They are net nwltlale^ reflee tiona of a aingle, primary
image, or- *

da;t-4mma«,-are *lm*e* eertatfmly 'net <the *megee> df atreat!•"
:r 'l*mj>«.oe# ©ar toeadllgnt ae

^/'^1>W ^•*r-tf^ intgffl of tn* !aeja» kj^d af objeet
ejitj re*e neat multimae-Jjeagea <*f a'^ln^lT'ebJe^t.

,
"atTWR»tu»alde«talia oif the inagea aa revealed by •"*-"
.ev- wloroecoalo eacekination strongly favor the View'tha^
i: theyrax^.iBiaaiaa'of -real objeot. '-unltfia tlie'fclOtuW-

haa been faked, * —

ptotu^e aa "^lodyibt^iyia kottPet nna« ;.it n*#^ll^e,aM^#rtal«if
?MyMl^^n?i?^^J^.1?l,ti> ^^^ i**vei-theles* «Krean> .aa^a ^e^TtUT wMSBT tWilifa e^Fii^atioii b#for% ^hi. 'frio*ir>aeji
t! S20£?Jjtffc?0?1?**1? ^^5«*l#'thH# ptfX«ta did twa oecurto the autheritiea already coneulted#but they are Important ernes nana

??t^S2SSsjs:s^sKtri^isr^s^tssss&z «4
exeeptienally fiB#».



On the night of March
other snaps of the moon
he was internated in
the moon §8* Rot 6nl$ out of

18th last,Mr.Wilson took this and
his 5£ in.refractor. Presumably

_ a good picture of the moon. Yet
foougpit is practically out of the

Mow if Mr0^ils©n had wished to photograph/ the sky in
%h& viainity of the moon for the purpose of showing owjeota near
ltathis arrangement **ould be the natural one. B*at«$a» objeota •
are' said to have been invisib&B to the naked eye*lr.,v£lBen'rnot '" •
knowing that they had been present until he frvwio#»6'tine film.
BrgOyit was the moon,&nd not the sky baokgXwUndfwhiam-Hr.^nUwM '
.sought to photograph. H@* Is it then that in making a shot of the
moon,the moon was not even ©entered in the field t -.:•.•

0 • ."JSaere may he- a\perf«etly ai«pl« explanation for tkie
o<kt*ty»feW* the -tjcplamatlon ©ertalnlf ato*ald be seia$*t "before
accept&&8 •*&« validity ©f^tme piatrar© without <?aaatlea.

It is stated in the Report that no star images are shown
in-the haekgreund-beomras® tha- ©xposwe" J«l/2S ^safeoai -^as too brief.
Biis w©Mld be true,sin©© it er®4^ix»@«\tttV^preoiable time exposure to
photograph even 1stomagnitu&e stars. Soever,it does not seem te **•••
#>ecwwa4-*er-amy one- t»at 1m*a«-l*flia*2*b»t the objects were considerably
bri&t»9-tM*-*i*7 ***•• as>agaitu<&®;-8tar ^m-wMch'gMe they would have
been plaanly visible to the naked eye.

As a matter of fa0t,en the night of Mareh 18 the moon ^aa
in the -constellate©® C^iidHl^m-1b»1m«w8 ia>mmber of bright stars
including "two 1st. mag«sters,Oaat<»r and P©13bax. tteese stars must have
been easily visible t© the naked eye,at least the two Ist.mag. stars:
b^t »--t)»ft>y>]vou%& -n^of .««(»»»• ,m«Vw-tr«tl»terw* on the fiSa at l/£8> ^m
aeoon^'^e^t^fr amee*. la® -otrmtigfr 'objeotsthe*ever, -did regiator at--o«^i
1/25 aeceffid speed. Therefore &&ey must have been mush brighter than ^-
either Casi&or. ®r Pollvnu In **ct on 'Axmnlning th» prTnlitseeiBS
evi4®»t. :^h«* -*hiy w«re At-aA*mt '«• br&gmt as the brightest portions •
of.'$^ «***&.• it* .-$,«. _i'v -^hom. that 'they <*we not se«n visually ?

t&t us establish thie poi»fe in another way. Aocordina
to the Report the diameter of the moon (i0e8 apparent diameter,)
en £e>e je&Shfc tfl&*> p4$wtt»8 *?&« ,taK*i» ftt ©alenlatad to b© 34« of are,
•o^.a kittle over ftalff---* degree* She area illumfeate<l&as oft Ol^Maroh
Itkaooo^dlaA-fee). JteJMLim*'* Bsfa—*gis «** Masatleaj Alaanac^'aa
tjTe ^^^.^^roa-Si^- o&dse **o fcW* -fW S* tke piotur* ;
4» jjive^^e-,.-m«^,.a<i^?>^ ..it eeftfc&suftat 'sejtl'Bftaa- asiror*

&**>«**-•

„„0 ^„^ leaa of light at the terminater I find that
the image of the m@®m measures approximately 8 cm from Copernieus

«Ji rf e^M *ira§s»ra^^Sa^iiam«lBat»o^w«ter8f«w tfc^tfli^M^ ©#^^^ •^
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image is 21,42,and therefore 8 om. equals 21e42.

^fhich means that 1 cm. equals 2.67 plus.

Mow in assuring the trail of the largest objects it is found
totmeaauro 8.5 cm,and therefore ©overs a portion of 0ky equal to
17.88. the secend trail measures 4.5 om. equal to 18.01 of aro#
Together they ©over a linear dimension of 29.56,or almost 8* more
than the moon9ft illuminated image itself. Moreover they were bright
enough to register at x/26 speemd camera apeed -yet were invisible
to the nalaed eye. This seems incredible.

Assuming 8s50 Pe#. S.S.T. to be the approximate time the
picture was taken on March 18,it is found that this la equivalent
to Ifc 80m UT,March 19.

k% Ih 50m UT,Maroh 19,the right aseenaion of the moon was
apnroximftely 8h 39m 15s,and its declination was approximately
17*25 1© at, mis places the moon in Gemini and well <*est of the 4&^if *» aw m<» ajsaao pi^BB uric moon in uemini ana wex± ^est or tne ^sp*

meridian* Its declination places it almost 1©4° M. of the celatial
equator. Yet the report states that the moon was observed "roughly
S38 from the viewing position" . <J—

It is completely impossible that the moon eoui£ have been
ebaerved in either the S. or s.E. en the date and for the hour given.
The moom both rose and set He of the east and west points of the horiaon.

1 believe that the latitude of DomvlUe,H. J« ia approximately
N. 46° &5'» v$w sinoe the altitude of the ©eloatial equator is equal
to 90° minus the latitude of the observer,this means that the altitude
of the celestial equator at Denville is 49° 15». Thifi is 4° 158 h.
of the mlwway point between semlth and horlson Measured on the meridian.
The moon^ho^ever,was almost lft&° H. of this point. Therefore at no
time coiaid it have been aeon in either the S.B. e$ S.w. quadrants of
the sky. Moreover,sine© Denville is considerably farther east than
either Baltimore or <vashingt©»,the moon would have been a little
nearer its setting as seen from the former site and therefore a little
farther wost even than as seen from the latter. It is clear therefore
that it Gould not possibly have been seen S. of the meridian for the <*-
time and date given.

fherefore,bofore accepting this picture as completely valid,
these points should b® cleared up without delay0 I shall be most anxious
to hear the result,and meanwhile I am

& »* »
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Dear Dick:

Juno 2, 1959

Received your note and data plus picture yesterday, and
thanks kindly for thinking of me. It certainly is an intriguing
puszle«...are we to accept the picture without question or not?
I have embarked on a small -investigation of the possibilities
of those images being real, but so far I can find no logical
way they could have been faked.

Some Data:
Time of observation; 18 March 1959 ^3:50 ET
Moon's R.A# 6h 55» l6s^

Deo, f 17°31m56*
Constellation: Gemini

No stars of magnitude 6 or brighter are in the field of
the photograph, and from experience I oan say it would take at
least a star of magnitude 2 or brighter to record at all* This .(
negative information bears out the claimants* data*

I bel'eive it's possible to provide at least a rough chock on the
exposure time by reference to the motion of the mbonu You'll notice
the edge closer to the series of images is less defined than the
edge 90 degrees around the perifery* By measuring thia "smeared11
edges width, and compare it with the diameter, we might be able to
see how far the Mjon moved during the 0*25 second exposure. If tnis
agrees with the diurnal motion of the stars, we*ve got a cross-check
oh the exposure length. But I must caution that it will only bo
a crude estimate* When I finish this test, I'll write you the roaulte*

I must also point out that it is not "virtually impossible" to
willfully get a double exposure with this camera. This camera
has K the feature that as you wind the film, the shutter Is
cocked* But* It is entirely possible to cock the shutter a second
time without winding the film*

So far, I can rationalise the picture's oreditability only one way,
if we can eliminate the possibility of a double exposure, it is a
valid photograph of 3!^ objects that need explaining*

Must run,

<&*)]£

\



June 6, 1959

Dear Dick:

I received with thanks your note and copy of Mr. Bartlett»s
letter, and Iwould now like to comment upon the latter and the
original report*

First, Mr. Bartletta letter pointed out a glaring error
upon my part, that of using D*S*T instead of B.S.T. as is indeed
given in the report. I bow toward the east and say allan*

With reference to Mr. Bartaatts* letter, I would heartily
agree with his conclusions given on page (1)* I too have had
oppurtunity to examine the print under a microscope, and agree with
points one through five* I also echo his sentiments in the last
two paragraphs of the first page of his letter*

Several imperfections exist in the original data indicated
on naees four and five. The diameter of the Moon at this hour was
30t*iHi NOT 3k' or dfefc as given ^^rggort^^l^ifces'^ not
all calculations somewhat in error. D* *"* ** ^

After reference to the American Efchemeris and NauticalAlmnao and ot^^gu^ca^o^J^!!^^Jg^ojjlgRj.data tor
the occurence*

Date DT 19 March 01*50.0
Itoon R.A. 06h59»l6*2s

Dec* /I7°26ml7.5*
Constellation: Gemini

Denville, N.J.^ t

Lat: U.0° 53»5
Sid. Time Zenith

08h 35» 33*3*
VSoon H.A. 8 .

2k° Ok' /
Alt. 58275 / 0?5
as. 131X6 / o?5

Objective: 3.25 inch diameter
k& inch focal length **M^*J

prime focus wouX* fiM»wettoag»eei»e •froVmiOa^les
0#cGfcdt0gra$ny, and could examine the negative, we
might be able to generate additional data

Moons Age 9*6 days approximately* I checked other photo
graphs of ages 8.9 and 10*2, and the area of
illumination seems about right* We can assume he
made these photographs on that night, or he has
really taken some pains to cook up a tale*
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If we take the data at face value, I feel there is a normal
explaination for the esthetically convenient centering of the
action on the photograph. The camera he was using Is not of the
single lens reflex type, with focal plane shutter, or the Moon
would be in much better focus* I feel also that he has no drive
on the equatorial axis* It is my assumption he sets the Mbon on
the edge of the field and lets it drift across, snapping shots
as it moves* Since this was the first exposure, it is logical
that it should be off in a corner of the frame* This hypothesis
could be tested by examination of the succeeding photographs
to see if a motion from frame to frame is evident* But I question
the statement (aJluiid Mr. Bartlett) that his lunar studies l*have
been acclaimed eot*7 as his technique could stand about 100 years
improvement.

Perhaps Mr. Bartletts' print and mine differ slightly, but
a measurement of the Moon diameter yeilds approximately 124mm* -^
Using m the aforementioned angular dimension of the Moon, 30•>
(approximately), I find the field of view of the photograph is
sjucxt a section of a circular field no greater than 57*1 In v*.aj*i«^
<£&atoeJtanv using the center of the m^un as the center of the
field* Scribing this field on Skalnate Pleso, using the Moons'
R#A. & Dec. as the center, I can find no star of magnitude plus ^
5 or brighter in the circle* Castor and Pollux are considerably
removed from this circle, and thus cannot be used for the
comparison brightness measurement indicated in Mr. Bartletts*
letter*

However, I do-mmmtfeel that his argument is mm*, valid.
Prom practical experience, I can state that the object(s) should
have been visible to the naked eye, indeedm I would wonder that
Chey were not seen independently by someone in the neighborhood, k—
as they must have been/magnificent sight.

About the discrepancy between his calculation and mine
concerning the direction and altitude of the Moon* I believe
Mr. Bartlett really meansthat the Declination, not the celestial
equator is equal to 90°- the latitude* For Denville, this would
mean any object of Declination plus 56 06?5 or greater would
be North of the city, and since the Declination of the Moon was
only plus 17° §6W 17f5, it should be South of the observer*
My calculations indicate this Is so, indeeal the Azimuth of the
M^on was 131#6 approximately*

O^ie more I examine* the smeared edge, the more I begin
to question the validity of any such measurement. I feel I've
gone as far as I can without further data to work with, and I
think I'll have to let it rest right there*

Conclusion: It's valid if it wasn't a double exposure.

Sincerely,

•K--0
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6 June 1959

James C. Bartlett, Jr.
300 North Eutaw Street

Baltimore 1, Maryland

Dear Mr. Bartlett,

I have reference to your letter of 1 June to Dick Hell at NICAP; he
has very kindly sent me a photocopy of same. I am certainly very grateful
for the obvious length of time and effort you have expended in cheeking out
the photo and accompanying report. As Dick has said, yours is undoubtedly
the most exhaustive analysis yet made of the photo itself, and it is most
helpful. Your comments, observations, and questions are excellent, although
as I think you will see from the following, the latter are the result of a
certain lack of clarity in our report.

First of all, I am enclosing another version of the photogra h. You
will note onr report mentioned the large blowup which LIFE made for us; this
print (size about 16x20) is of course too large to handle, and wo want to
protect our two copies. If I come through Baltimore within the foraeeable
future (I hope to bo In Washington shortly) I will try to let you see them.
At any rate, we have re-photographed one portion of the 38x blowup on a 4x5
plate...enlarged twice we get the enclosed 8x10, which is about 75x the
original exposure. Along with such frightful enlargement goes, of course,
a slight loss of detail, although you can see much more. And the re-copying
has superimposed a allgit secondary grain pattern. Nevertheless you can
see the unusual configuration of the imeges themselves, and especially the
peculiar black "bars" or "hooks" we try to describe, but so unsuccessfully.
Actually there are grayer ghosts of the hooks or bars, in "front" or the
darker (sotually unexposed) hooks in the picture; the "ghosts" or repeats
are not so obvious In all cases.

Now I am ready to answer your questions. I would, by the way, be
grateful If you would tell us how you reached the #5 conclusion which im
plies we are looking at more then one object (would you say 34?).

Of course mien confronted with the possibility of fraud, the answer
quite often lies not in an analysis of the photograph itself, but rather the
photographer. I'm sure that Dick Hall would vouch for me, aa would Don
Keyhoe •••I*ra thought of by some of our lighter-headed friends aa being some
what pigheededly conservative regarding photos, etc. I'll tolerate no non
sense, I assure you, and I have the utmost confidence in Mr. Wilson's basic
honesty compounded in this case by confusion end frustration, since he, too,
wants very much to know what the devil he gott I had met him but once prior
to this thing, but since we have become good friends. He is in turn a very
close friend of a man named Hobort Dunn who I have worked with off and on In
UFO investigations for several years; two years ago he prepared a paper on
the subject for AAVSO which he delivered, I believe, in Montreal (nerval).
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Aside from all this, I think the additional blowup will indicate

the improbability of a fake, the basic question being from whet was It made?
I daresay sueh an unusual thing would be extremely difficult if not entirely
Impossible to fake. Now as to your particular objections.

I should point out that while Mr. Wilson has taken, as I have said
before, literally hundreds of moon photographs, the night in question was
his first "go" with this telescope, which is brand new. A week before he
and Mr. Dunn had cheeked it visually to observe alignment, oolumnation,
etc. On the 18th he took the first photographa, of which this particular
one was the first. Whether this materially alters the situation I do not
know, but it seems highly unlikely. Numerous photos since with this 'scope
and camera show nothing unusual, and I point out again the next exposure and
all subsequent ones that night and on that roll of film were not unusual.

Admitted the moon la slightly out of focus. Not badly, but to some
extent; this is why we felt the objects were probably in shorter length,
since they seem to be in better focus. As to the position on the exposure
of the moon's disc, I must hasten to defend this fact. The teloseope is not
yet equipped with planetary tracking equipment, and Is merely hand-set prior
to the exposure. I'm sure you can realise the rapid effoet of motion in
such e small-size telescope with substantial magnification. Generally Mr.
Wilson places the moon image on the rigat side of the viewing area, so that
it will not have moved out of frame before he gets his camera set. I have
looked at many of his photos; very, very few are centered but, on the other
hand, relatively few are out of frame. Most are merely off-center. But it
is a point to bo understood* I realise it does seem strange that the moon
is to one side of the exposure, leaving, apparently, just enough room for the
are of strange images between it and the other side of the frame...but this
is merely the way it happened. The entire photograph is, to be sure, one
long series of strange coincidences.. .a one-in-a-billion chance J

It had indeed occurred to us that the magnitude or brightness of the
object or objects is extremely high, and we approached this problem in the
report. While we had no offhand method of checking brightness, it seemed to
me that the objects were as bright and probably considerably brighter than
the brightest areas of luna, taking into consideration the relative fields
involved•

Perhaps they would have been visible to the naked eye; if so, I'm sure
they would have been B9en merely ss a streak. Now here is where the
confusion arises. You have assumed that the objects were invisible to the
observer. This impression Is false; we have merely stated that they were not
seen... the two are not mutually Interchangeable here. Theonly feet la they
wore net aeon; whether they could have been I do not know. I do not feel
this is a difficult situation; Mr. Wilson waa getting in position with his
camera; the objoeta clearly were in the field at high speed and undoubtedly
only by chance when he snapped the shutter. The others In the group were
watching his contortions while he held the camera I

As to your question about the position of the moon, we have rechedked
this memoxy and found it false. The SSE position was not accurate, but again
not too much a mystery since it was merely a recollection. However, you have
made one statement in your paragraph 6 on p. 3 of your letter (I assume you
have a copy) which I do not understand? Do I understand correctly that the
moon never appeared south of the meridian?
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I'd appreciate It if you would give me your basic estimate, correoted
for the viewing from Denville, of the exact position of Luna at the time
(about 9 p.m.) of the exposure. This would be ^ost helpful. At any rate,
the objects were along the line of sight from Denville to the moon at that
approximate time, wherever the moon was!

Generally I hope this clarifies the questions you have ashed; most
are not serious ones and easily answered. But I*m glad you asked; we want
to have our facts as ri #it as possible.

I think now you would agree that the photograph is a conclusive one
and I am of the Impression (quite different from what I thought at first)
that this may well bo one of the most Important photographs of UFD documenta
tion yet taken.

I look forward to your comments and conclusions. I note you are
Venus Observer for ALPO...we are honored to neve your cooperation. Do you
think the Lunar Observer In Washington would be Interested f

Sincerely yours,

Lee R. Munsick

Enclosure 75xx print.

CCj Diek Hall
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Mr.Richard Hall,
BeoreteryneT NIOA?, r
1536 Qcnneotlomt Ave
washftngten, (#•), &»£*

^Dearcllr'.Pall;
tter ef*Jfeae 4 which foontsins

additional -and oven more surprising -^•^"•j/bo^ ^.^!t!
moon ehotci namely that the ©aiaera *?aa "hand-held". If this »••*•
JhaJ tae^ss^rTwis ft h*n^type,tfc*& As .*»- thing. If It «eans that
+^«I^*Xea aotoallv heOd £y h**A wMXe the.»e*tps »M snapped,

latereetedjln obtaining a gee* .picture f the »°*^8°raagJ°/?£
a ©rude method;though,of ©ours®,he m? fcave had a logical reaeo* for
so doing.

JiiN'8 ' t il

1 llW Some, over -.tihe jleAteie fs*ia» your Smithsonian friend
iisiderable «intere«4««iii he leiqmte right In aayi$g that

o»l* feint stasje-were in-fls* fUM, WLfch tip. .mooa for the Hew...and
timte'rClvenv

There Is ne .gw»e$&
neither could possibly h
hour given the moon was
It was 4Sm ,3*s f. of Pollux

Perhaps some confusion r—
paragraph^-of -*. 2,in my letter of
mentioned Castor and Pollmx and re; — „ <,„«*.*„
registered on the flU., hurts <«ralel hav® boon ®aslly vlsibi®
naked eye. perhaps k should have added that they «wM *«

/registered "had they beeia In the field". My polnrfe *?w9
V Castor and Fillux wefe la the field,but that neither we

registered at l/25 see.exposure. S^goctle fact that the
objects did register prove* then to hav« beesa v®ry s»&§h
than three •ljnm» iiattt/ffr^arfa"' m^& ^te^ w@t h<^® bMtt
visible -*#' lJSzmA*$~*$& mm$& $&£> s>s$>®rfe ©feat®© tMafc t
mej— *

night In quest
Castor asad 14°33o
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toes s$r$mo3** *»«6«>8^ ^i^tia^is of ?ra&l obj^t@9sa^»® %he
effect e«mld »e produoo^ fait® eisi^ly %? axa^isa^ mm>® *-'
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Om the other hand,I **onld agree «rith your friend9a deduction
that If double exposure e&ai be ©llmiffliated *?® d© Irad®®$ h®^@ s picture
of S4 objects "that "noed" explaining® »aad h<swj MI@^o©eo^i@ analfp&s
of the'images reveals'a very singular ®mm@m structureevery dlffioi&t
to ©Sf>laln if the objects ay® real bust si^pl® enough If f®kod& to the
^©lo I lean to the vi®w that th@r® has b®©® p®b® questtai&bls ^Sffffigr
activity,in view of the erroemiisua statements &s to the si@@a0s position,
the ©upIous off-center quality of the plctmir®,et@d

Incidentally,! must add a ©erection to your Smlj^&sieHi&n -
correspondentBs time data* M© stat®® that on* March- 18eX®S® the
time of observation ^as 2Sh SOU by OT. But02P®d%&@®d to SeS<d^9 pthia1
would bo fjt&O P.MB and not @g60 PeM0&8 giv@n in the r@p©rt0 If the
time gi^®n in the report Is ©@rre©te I.e. 8g50 PeMs E0SuE,March' 18,
them.the OT ^ould have b@®n lh ©Osa (ainee "FsOO P,MD K0S.T. equals
Oh tJX) and'the trr'Mate,Marh(i'lft. r •

gut JwatJBo e^oa |ki&$® wp^E ®&<&® a s»a&l bo© b®@ of my own
In Wetter 0'* emme'l. *,>0^ I Xfcwiee* y>ef®rr©<$ to ttoe> sa®e^ is being
••lS$7* -j|9 of ©ert&lg peiftte^Mere&Spfcs doubtless-ye&-noticed,fee*''
'eerreot Value' *?fcs if"g.- It W®s si'Mply" a matte? ©f s&a^klsg1 $8e§ wrmng
key,hat lamentable sa®®®' the 1@®!S0 '''*«• « "

I shall b® very anfidwas to ie&ra the rosMltsi of j®\w query
t© Mr.Mansiok b®iod en the f&ssdi^s in v& letted ef Mm 10 personally
I s«f*rVery doubtful "of the Validity ®f m&@ eictuaresbnfc shmiM it •
ao'tfc&lly prove gennalae,"!' uksSLl ferwaspd fan a 'detailed analysis. c£
the images ®f the @bj®@t® b^sed on a ©areful ®I©rose@pi® eKajuinatlen.

'Fleese-'-give # r«g»3i*3B to Bftajea? lfey&&®

ttclra*** ©



ANALYSIS OF THE JESSE WILSON MOON PHOTO
by Richard Hall

I. Motion or pattern of formation:

™IV Objects 5through 11, in the accompanying sketch are in nMr

from hp'il w no»e P°inted NW instead of NNW 3 is stiS furtherirom the line, but retains a course Daraliei »n < 9 .uk„ \

parallel to 3 and 4, but further from the line.

and^ne^ar^nH nre»flrft «PKaclabla ^ between the front glow
iff»iin^ , 0f any £wo obJeots occurs between 3 and 4. This sao
rtrfiihTlini f2U?nCe by aSh?fp d^iation in direction from thf P
th~« M»ii ti etUrn t0 Parallel course, then a large gap of roughlythree times the apparent diameter of the object. (The fpofrent dllmlttl
TM aPEL°?imately l mm" with no appreciable change in size throughSut )
^?„Pa^rn 3Uggests« ^ the case of one object, a change of velocitv
♦n^TE? ?y acomPenfation and acceleration. It seems SSkJlyT hSSiw
;eUtivllvmcf!* CE«„??7* b<T Caused by only °n* object due7to the 'f„if * iy clear definition of some of the individual images for th»indicated exposure time, and the velocity which tMs impUesV
II. Description:

tJhi Ihe bl?°!j "bars" are n°* well-defined. In most cases they annear

pattern to the conflgStiS S'th.'bS.^S kSiZ^lir^T*^
they seem to outline the "tail" section in every case.)

^vi2.'. The„Slow pattern in every case begins at the trailing edee of
„ha 'v^g" structure. It extends ahead of each object adiftlnfe roughly
equal to the apparent diameter of the objects (* 1 mm.) in a eenera?fv Y
symmetrical pattern (particularly noticeable in 5.)Tn nearly every7
instance, the glow tapers off and merges with the "tail" section ofthe object ahead (with the exceptions noted abovL) sectlon °*\

(3) The most general features common to all objects are:
a. ihe front glow

c! No«gc^t^ inflow1"863' dlmension in llne °f motion
1' Th-*K?T^r«2ion5 <B»»Jrto«l in most clearly defined images)
•. The black "bare" outlining the "tail" section

nnT^Llht?e/,°bJ*Ct" have 8?veral Matures in common with Case II pictured
Saviafon53T&L^g!inUmber8i1?f.the Projeot Blu« Book Report by Leonuaviason. These are: a) group flight generally in straight Hn.
sketchwl* *** °l "«-i«inSaitf /Ind d^pendinglfaccuracy of
sjcetcn/ d) the general configuration, including possibly the bars which
correspond to tha "fuzzy area" in the sketch of Swell!

••WMihaMMMaMwMatflHHMHMi
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